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Finished Dimensions: 8 Inches Diameter x 8.5 Inches Deep

# of Firings: 2 Date Started: Feb 8, 2014 Date Completed: Feb 22, 2014

Item 
# Manufacturer

Materials 
Part #

 List For This Project 
Item Type Amount Used/Notes

1 Bullseye (90) French Vanilla 000137 Frit - Course Size 60 oz 

2 Bullseye (90) Dense White 000313 Frit - Course Size 25 oz 

3 Bullseye (90) Clear Tekta 001100 Frit - Course Size 25 oz 

4

Unifrax Fiberfrax 970-F 1/16" Thick Fiber 2 - 1" wide strips x length appropriate to 
line Stainless Steel Containment Ring. 
1 - 16" circle to place under 13" stainless 
steel contaiment ring.

5 Bonny Doon 13" Scalloped Drop 
Ring

Special Drop Ring Drop ring with Scalloped interior 
dropout profile.

6
unknown 13"  Diameter x 1" 

hight stainless steel 
containment ring

Stainless Steel Former

7 Hot Brix Purchased from Delphi 
Glass:  Part #128896

Kiln Furniture Qty 3: Large Brix measures 9" x 2.25" x 
2.5"

8

# Description Project Photos

1
Course size frit ready to layer into 
12" stainless steel containment 
ring.
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# Description Project Photos

2
Prep of stainless steel 
containment ring to load with 
frit.

3 Course frit layered into 
containment ring.

4
Frit fused into blank that resulted 
in a blank 12.75 inches in 
diameter by .58" thick.
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# Description Project Photos

5

Using 13" drop ring to figure out 
how to position glass for 
dropout.  Here the ring is on top 
of the glass just to see where the 
design falls in the opening.  In 
the kiln the ring is underneath 
the blank.

6

Drop ring stilted up on Hot Brix 
in kiln .  Glass blank is centered 
on top of and over interior 
opening of drop ring.  Ready for 
Firing Profile 2

7

View of how the blank dropped  
using Firing Profile 2.  Frequent 
observations at process 
temperature to ensure the 
proper depth was achieved.
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# Description Project Photos

8

This picture shows the excess 
material around the scalloped 
drop out opening that was 
removed with a band saw.

9

Finshed vessel after the excess 
material around the scalloped 
drop ring profile has been 
removed and the rim cold 
worked on flat lap.

10 Picture of Drop Vessel showing 
more of the interior of the vessel.
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Description
Project Prep: 
Rather than use purchased course frit, I used  up scrap of 3mm sheet glass that I nipped up with tile nippers to approximate 
course sized frit. 
  
60 oz of French Vanilla 000137 
25 oz of Dense White 000313 
25 ox of Clear Tekta 0001100 
  
This was the quantity of frit needed to create a blank that was approximately 12.75" in diameter and .58" thick.  This thickness is 
needed to attain a drop depth between 7.5" and 8.5" and maintain a wall thickness on the drop vessel between .125' and .25" 
inches.  Any thinner and you risk the walls breaking out when cold working to remove the excess material around the rim. 
  
Cut 16" diameter circle of fiberfrax to place under the 13" stainless steel containment ring. 
Cut 1" strips from fiberfrax appropriate to length to line the interior of 13" stainless Steel containment ring.  
Put 6 coats of kilnwash on 13" Drop Ring 
Put 6 coats of kilnwash on Large Hot Brix 
  
Fusing the Blank for the Drop: 
  
Placed 16" circle of Fiberfrax on kiln Shelf. 
Placed 13" stainless steel containment ring centered on 16" circle of Fiberfrax. 
Lined 13" stainless steel containment ring with 1" strips of Fiberfrax (used two layers and off set the seams so they do not line up). 
  
Load interior of stainless steel containment ring with frit in a pattern that is desirable for outcome. 
  
Place in kiln and use Firing Profile 1 to full fuse the frit into solid blank. 
  
Remove blank from the ring, clean/scrub off any fiber that has stuck to the bottom or diameter 
  
Some cold work on outer diameter of  blank may be necessary to remove sharp spots.  Because I used 2 layers of 1/16" fiber to 
line the ring, the fused blank should now be approximately 12.75 inches in diameter.     
  
(Special Note: It is important that the diameter of the fused blank be smaller that the outside diameter of the drop ring by at 
least .25".  This is to ensure that during the slumping/dropping of this blank through the drop ring, it does flow over the outside 
diameter of the drop ring itself.  If it does, breakage will occur during the cool down as the drop ring expands faster than the glass 
that has been trapped by the overhang around the diameter.) 
  
  
Preparing for the Drop Out: 
  
Use appropriately sized kiln furniture to support the drop ring for the depth of the drop you are trying to achieve.  For this project 
I used Large Hot Brix that were 9 inches tall because the depth of the drop was to be between 7.5" and 8.5" 
  
Stilt up drop ring in the kiln so that the kiln furniture support the drop ring equidistant around the outside diameter of the ring.  
Three stilts works best because it is easier to level the drop ring and have it sit firmly on the kiln furniture.     
  
Make sure they are far enough back from the interior drop ring opening so as not to get in the way when the glass drops through 
this opening. 
  
Next place the fully fused blank on the drop ring, centered as much over the opening in the drop ring as possible.  Again, make 
sure the glass blank is not overhanging the outside diameter of the drop ring itself (see Special Note above).  Check to ensure 
things are level.   
  
Double check everything and use Firing Profile 2 to slump the blank through the drop out ring. 
  
NOTE:  Observations during the temperature range of 1150 and 1250 degrees for Firing Profile 2 are necessary to ensure a drop of 
the desired depth.    
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Description
  
After you have the desired drop, skip to the annealing in firing schedule. 
 
Cold Working: 
  
I used a diamond wet band saw to remove a majority of the excess material around the ring scalloped edges of the dropout and 
then used a grinder to fine-tune the scalloped shape.  Lastly I used a flat lap to cold work the top of the vessel to a polished edge. 
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Firing Profile 1
Process Type Kiln Project Fired On Separator

Full Fuse Denver KL-TFC Mullite Shelf 1/16" Fiber

Mold Description Mold Material Separator

13" Diameter x 1" Tall Containment Ring Dam Stainless Steel 1/16" Fiber

Segment 
 #

Rate

Per Hour °F 

Target 
Temperature

Hold 
Hours

Time 
Minutes Reason for Segment / Observations

1 450 1150 10

Fairly quick ramp up to 1150 because I am using course sized frit 
and don't have to be concerned about thermal shock.  The 10 
minute hold is to ensure uniformity to temperature before 
segement 2 starts and to ensure all the binders from the fiber paper 
used are completely burned out.

2 75 1225 1 0
Slower ramp up to 1225 to allow the course sized frit time to settle 
into the containment ring.  The 1 hour hold is the pre-rapid heat 
soak bubble squeeze to avoid trapping air.

3 450 1510 10 Peak in kiln and look for a smooth and uniformed surface.  Extend 
hold time longer if need.

4 9999 900 2 30
Hold at  the Bullseye recommended annealing temperature for 
thick slabs.  The hold time at this temp was chosen for this project 
because the course frit has now fused into a solid mass that  is 
approximately 5/8" (16mm) thick.  

5 70 800 Slow decent through initial annealing cooling range 

6 140 700 Slightly faster decent through second annealing cooling range 

7 150 400 Slow ramp down to 400 degrees and then program ends.  This 
particular kiln cools slower than 150dph below 400 degrees. 

End of Firing Profile 1
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Firing Profile 2
Process Type Kiln Project Fired On Separator

Slump Denver KL-TFC Fiber Shelf BE Shelf Primer

Mold Description Mold Material Separator

13" Scalloped Drop Ring From Bonny Doon Ceramic BE Shelf Primer

Segment 
 #

Rate

Per Hour °F 

Target 
Temperature

Hold 
Hours

Time 
Minutes Reason for Segment / Observations

1 100 900 0

Slow ramp up to avoid thermal shock of the  5/8" inch thick blank.  
There are areas around the circumference of the blank where the 
drop ring itself is insulating the glass and then there is the center 
area of the drop ring that is open and has no such insulation going 
on.  A more conservative rate of temperature ramp speed helps to 
ensure more uniform heating and minimize the chances of thermal 
shock.

2 300 1175 3

Long hold at the this temperature where the glass is soft enough to 
begin slumping through the drop out ring and take on the contour 
of the scalloped edge on the interior opening of the ring.  The long 
soak here also ensures the blank has time to bend over the raised 
ridge on the drop ring which helps to hold the glass in place and 
keep the blank from falling through the center area.  At the 3 hour 
mark, the blank has dropped about 4 inches.

3 100 1250 2

Slow climb up to 1250 to encourage the deeper drop and  at the 
same time avoid to much thinning of the vessel wall.  Observations 
were made ever 15 minutes and I skipped to the next segment 
when I observed the drop had reached the target depth (I 
calculated I be able to achieve a drop between 7.5 and 8.5 inches 
give the 5/8th" thickness of the blank)

4 9999 900 3
Anneal for thickness of blank and also considering that the part of 
the blank that didn't drop through the ring is much thicker than the 
portion that did.   
 

5 40 800 Slow drop through top of initial part of the annealing range.

6 80 700 Slightly faster decent through the second part of the annealing. range

7 100 200 Slow drop to avoid thermal shock. 

End of Firing Profile 2


